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In a sequence of contributions [l, 2,3] it was shown that the Dirac 
Hamiltonian with its four parameters, p, , p, , p, , m and eigenvalues -fE, 
is just a member of a hierarchy of matrices L,,,., , characterized by the 
following properties 
1. La,+1 involves 2n + 1 parameters A, ,..., A,,,,. 
2. La+1 is of dimension 2” and 
where I is a unit matrix of dimension 2n. 
3. The eigenvalues of Lzn+l are &A, where 
4. The set of n quantities &A, , &A, ,..., &A, are the eigenvalues of the 
71 matrices L, ,L, ,...,L2n+l and also of the n matrices LiE,‘:(rn = l,..., n) with 
the same dimension 2n. 
. . . L212+1 amr, = 
LEt: = [L;-l L,&j’ 
I * (1) 
L&:\ is a matrix with Lzm+l repeated (n - m) times on the diagonal. 
5. J&+1 has 2” independent eigenvectors, each of which is a simultaneous 
eigenvector of the above set. 
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The Dirac Hamiltonian is identified to be L, setting A, = p, , A, = p, , 
x2 = Pz 9 A, = 0, and A, = m. Since symmetry operations on the Dirac 
equation deal with reversal of these parameters and the eigenvalue E their 
generalization to the hierarchy consists in studying the reversal of the 
parameters A1 , A, ,..., hzn+i and the eigenvalues &A1 , f/l, ,..., f/l,. 
SYMMETRY OPERATIONS 
Our starting point is the realization that the LBnfl is expressible as a linear 
combination of (2n + 1) matrices 
The condition that L2 is a multiple of the unit matrix implies that the Y 
matrices anticommute with one another. There is no matrix that anti- 
commutes with all of them. 
Let u be an eigenvector of the set defined by (I), corresponding to a 
particular choice of signs of the eigenvalues from the set f/l, , &A, ,..., &A,. 
We note that _Epp+% is an eigenvector of an L matrix in which hi is reversed 
and corresponds to a reversed eigenvalue. In familiar language, we say that 
9, reverses the signs of hi and &A,. Thus we tabulate the matrices and the 
parameters and eigenvalues reversed by them. 
Matrix 
fpl+l 
* 
,?k+lpf”+l 
t 3 
Reversal of Reversal of 
parameters eigenvalues 
hi f4 
Ai 3 & - (3) 
rpz+19n+192n+1 
t 3 k 
Thus a product of an odd number of B’s reverses the eigenvalues and an 
even number of B’s does not. If we are interested only in the reversal of the 
eigenvalues and not the parameters we can set 
A3 = A, = ‘* - = X2n+l = 0. (4) 
In such a case, the n-matrices 3’p+l, A?y+l,..., L?::$: reverse only the sign of 
the eigenvalues 
Ml , Et-f& ,***, zt4t , 
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where di”“z”,‘:l is defined as 
CpFl+l 
2m+1 
92n+l _ 
92m+l 
2m+1 
2m+1 - 1. (5) 
2?:2$ being repeated (n - m) times on the diagonal. 
Thus when we set ha = h, = *.. = A,,,, = 0, we find that the set of n 
matrices 
y2n+1 
3 , qq..., dp;y;; 
are ‘shift’ operators which take an eigenvector of L2n+l to another with one 
eigenvalue reversed. Similarly products of two such 5? matrices ‘shift’ one 
eigenvector to another with two eigenvalues reversed. Thus we have 
(‘f) + (3 + *** + (3 = 2” - 1 (6) 
‘shift’ operators which take one eigenvector characterized by a set of eigen- 
values to another vector with another set of eigenvalues. Each set of eigen- 
values belong to a set of commuting matrices having simultaneous eigen- 
vectors. Thus there seems to be a possibility of associating a Lie Algebra 
with these commuting matrices and ‘shift’ operators. 
APPLICATION TO THE DIRAC EQUATION 
We also recognize that in the case of Dirac equation, setting 
Z15 = -BYs , 925 = -h5, s25 = -is?% 7 
Pd5 = -Pr5 ? z55 = p 
and 
that 
4 = P, 7 A2 =Py, x3 = p, > x, = 0, A, = VI (7) 
S15S4” = y5yz reverses p, 
925.Z45 = y5yv reverses p, 
925=Ys5 = y5yz reverses p, 
955945 = -y5 reverses m 
=Yd5 = -/3y, reverses E. (8) 
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